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Healthcare On The Network

Streaming and integrated AV aid critical care at LVHN
.

AV Integrator As Storyteller
We’ve always been creators…it’s time to embrace it
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THE STERLING LAW
BUILDING IS THE TIP
OF THE SPEAR IN
THE LAW SCHOOL’S
THRUST TO AN
IP-BASED DATA
DISTRIBUTION
MODEL.
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Yale University’s Sterling Law Building, the
home of the Yale Law School on the university’s
New Haven CT campus, looks like John Houseman might be seen at any minute, perambulating
through its ivied masonr y portals, a teaching assistant in tow to lug his books. The reality is, the
Sterling Law Building is actually one of Yale’s portals into the future of higher education, in which
multiple locations throughout the building—and,
ultimately, throughout the campus and beyond—
can be connected on a sophisticated high-speed
network that is monitored and managed through
a central control room. It also reflects the way AV
systems integration, as an industr y, is evolving,
as vertical markets move deeper into IP territor y.
Daniel Griffin, the Associate Director of the Media Ser vices Department at the Yale Law School,
said that the Sterling Law Building is the tip of
the spear in the law school’s thrust to an IP-based
data distribution model, one that is serving as the
template for the rest of the law school’s classroom
infrastructure. Eight more classroom spaces in
nearby Baker Hall will come online this year,
with the same systems packages as the first two
rooms, finished last summer. And, in the future,
these might well become the model for the rest
of the university.
The Sterling Law Building was built in 1931
and, architecturally, it’s modeled after the English
Inns of Court. Last summer, the building had a
fully IP AV/data transport system installed, which
ser ves to link two classrooms to a central control
room. The key technology elements represent the
kinds of platforms that, in just a few more years,
will almost certainly become the norm. Those
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A view of the
Yale Law School master
control room. It’s built to
operate all the classrooms
in the Sterling Law
Building and Baker Hall.
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A wide view of Yale Law
School classroom 124.
The room’s equipped with
projection, PTZ cameras,
microphones and more.

include IDK’s IP-NINJAR, a distribution
system that essentially eliminates the AV
switcher from the signal path, and Extreme
Networks’ X870 Series switches, which can
support up to 6.4Tbps switching capacity
networks and which, here, are starting with
a 10Gb network, connecting with a Panopto
video content management platform. The
processors for all of these are in a pair of
Middle Atlantic racks, which are located
in a control room where a Crestron TSD2020-B control panel is the interface for
Crestron’s PRO3 enterprise-class control
system, which manages all the platforms.
“We’re in a transition from switchers to
switches,” Griffin obser ved, noting that
the shift to an IP-based infrastructure is
actually resulting in media closets that are
less cluttered because of the elimination of
hardware, such as media switchers, and the
expansion of soft codecs like Zoom. “It’s
pretty much the IDK NINJAR switches,
the CTBs [the management and control
box for IDK’s IP-NINJAR series 4K 10Gb
Ethernet switches], the Crestron DGE-100
and an Extreme Networks switch in the
ser vice closets now,” he said. That has
also greatly reduced the need for cooling
and ventilation in those spaces. And, in an
architecturally curated structure like the
Sterling Law Building, that has a number
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A view of Yale Law
School classroom
124’s equipment rack.
Local rack equipment
is reduced, as all other
equipment is in the
master control rack.

of collateral benefits.
However, before the voyage to the future could begin, some ver y familiar and
conventional processes had to take place—
namely, pulling a lot of wire. Specifically,
a lot of Berk-Tek 50µ OM3 fiberoptic cable—multimode fiber for shorter runs and
single-mode for the longer ones—had to be
pulled after first removing decades’ worth
of copper and coaxial wiring.
“We had to do a lot of crawling around in
old plaster and millwork…it’s an old building,” Pat Nelson, COO of North American
Theatrix (NAT), recalled. The systems
integrator, based in Southington CT, did
the project for Yale. According to Nelson,
a project that combines old-fashioned wire
fishing with a 10Gb network is an inflection
point for the industry, as it begins to transi-

tion to an AV-over-IP model. “What we’re
doing is getting buildings like this prepared
for the future,” he stated.

Network Evolution
Actually, Nelson said, they are more
precisely transitioning from an intermediate step in the evolutionar y process…
from what would have been an HDBaseT
network just a few years ago. The goal, in
any event, was to connect the document
cameras, audio systems and projectors in
two classrooms in the building with a new
central control room in the same building.
The new 10Gb network will be the foundation for an expanded network, which will
incorporate more classrooms at the Sterling Law Building and which, eventually,
will extend to other locations on campus.

Yale Law School’s
master control
rack. It holds all
the equipment
to operate the
classrooms in
the Sterling Law
Building.

EQUIPMENT
2 Attero Tech unHX2D Dante-enabled HDMI
de-embedder/embedders
3 Crestron DGE-100 digital graphics engines
2 Crestron PRO3 3-Series control processors
3 Crestron TSD-2020-B 20" HD touchscreen
displays
2 Extreme Networks X870-96x-8c
high-density leaf switches
2 IDK NJR-CTB IP-NINJAR management and
control platforms
27 IDK NJR-R01UHD IP-NINJAR
receiver/decoders
31 IDK NJR-T01UHD IP-NINJAR
transmitter/encoders
2 Middle Atlantic UPS-2200R-8IP Premium Series
UPS backup power w/web-enabled individual outlet control
2 Middle Atlantic WRK-44-32 WRK Series racks, 44RU, 32"D
2 QSC CDN64 Dante audio bridge cards
8 QSC CIML4 mic/line analog input cards
8 QSC COL4 analog line output cards
2 QSC CORE 510i integrated core processors
3 QSC CXD4.2Q processing amps
10 QSC I/O USB bridges
3 QSC I/O frames
5 QSC PTZ-12x72 20x60 conference cameras
5 Shure MXA910 ceiling array mics
2 Shure MXW1/O-Z10 hybrid bodypack transmitters
w/integrated mics
2 Shure MXW2/SM58 handheld wireless mic transmitters
w/interchangeable mic cartridges
2 Shure MXWAPT2 access point transceivers
2 Shure MXWNCS2 networked charging stations
4 Sony FWD-55X850D 55"-class pro Bravia 4K HDR ultra
HD displays
2 Sony VPL-FHZ65 6,000-lumen WUXGA laser projectors
2 Sony VPLL-Z3024 2.34-3.19:1 lenses
Listed is edited from information supplied by North American Theatrix.

A look at
Yale Law School
classroom 129. There
are dual microphones for
lecture capture and a laser
projector integrated inside.

That process will begin again during the
summer. Certain system components, such
as the Extreme Networks switch, were chosen with that expansion in mind. It offers
96 10Gb ports, only half of which are being
utilized in the initial iteration of the system.
“The IDK IP-NINJARs act like the typical HDBaseT transmitters and receivers we
used to use, in that they take audio and
video from an input device to a projector,”
Nelson explained. “Now, manufacturers
like IDK are using the AptoVision chipsets,
which allow the transmitters and receivers to run over 10Gb network cabling to
an Extreme Networks switch to the IDK
CTB computer, which issues commands
for transmitters and for routing. So, there’s
no switcher or scaler anymore. That’s the
beauty of this approach—no need for a
switcher, and you get infinite scalability.”
Nelson said that this configuration also allows a switch to so-called soft codecs, such
as Skype, WebEx or Zoom (the Sterling
Law Building system uses Zoom), which
do away with hardware-based transmission
codecs and keep the entire ecosystem in a
virtual environment.
There is still hardware involved, of course.
The Panopto device is the classroom and
lecture-capture platform, and it takes input
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from five Shure ceiling-array microphone
systems and two Shure handheld or lavaliere wireless microphones, along with
QSC PTZ cameras across the pair of classrooms, which can also see what’s on the
Sony flat-panel displays in each room, all of
which NAT installed. All of that can also be
monitored on the 2x2 display in the control
room at the other end of the building, set
up to view up to four discrete outputs from
classroom cameras and other devices. It’s
also sent to a cloud data center, from which
students can retrieve classes and lectures
on demand.
According to Nelson, one thing that integrators might end up seeing more of in situations like this is customer-provided componentr y in the systems. In this case, the
wall-mounted audio speakers in the classrooms were already in place, and they were
incorporated into NAT’s system design.
Yale was already a licensee of the Zoom
soft codec, so it was the obvious choice
for the system’s video, as well. Nelson said
that the trend has already popped up, explaining that enterprise-level organizations
like universities want to have campus-wide
standardization to the greatest extent possible, both for cost reasons and logistical
ones. “But we’ll be seeing more of that as

we get deeper into IP,” he predicted. “Some
integrators may have certain product or
manufacturer preferences, but, if the end
user has a campus-wide standard, you have
to go with that.”
NAT’s willingness to cooperate with Yale
on matters like that might be why the integrator’s relationship with the school goes
back more than a decade. Although the
integrator’s been working on classrooms
at Yale for two years, 10 years prior to that,
it first began to work on the theatrical and
performance spaces that are at the heart
of its portfolio. Nelson cited a hybrid theater space used as a classroom for teaching
theater arts as the transition point in the
relationship. “That was our gateway to the
teaching side here,” he affirmed.
In the control room, a QSC CORE 510i
integrated core processor manages the AV
and data signals over a Q-SYS network, which
connects to Crestron for control. The Q-SYS
also provides DSP functionality for the audio
system, such as echo cancellation and equalization. Nelson said that the CORE 510i is
only a couple months old, and it starts the
new network on as advanced a footing as it
could have; a 512-channel system will let it
expand as the number of nodes on the network increases. (Of course, IP-based systems
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like these will always be under pressure to implement the latest
versions of their key components.) System managers can monitor
the AV and data from each room, and they can also have a fullduplex conversation with instructors who have problems with, or
questions about, the system’s operation via a help button on the
classroom’s GUI. They also have the ability to override classroom
systems control, should that be necessary.
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Lessons Learned
As much as the project worked around the leading edges
of IP technology in installed-AV environments, it also laid the
groundwork to set up the building for expansion of that system.
“We’ve set up the back end of the system so that it’s all ready to
handle additional classrooms as we bring them online,” Nelson
declared. “We’ve run the fiber in the building so that it’s ready
to connect additional rooms when the time comes.”
There was some initial anxiety centered on the integration
between existing AV platforms, such as the Panopto lecturecapture systems and cameras that had already been in place,
and the new IP systems. “There was a sense of a great unknown
in the beginning as to whether, and how well, these different
platforms and systems would play with each other,” he admitted. “We held our breath a bit with some of it.”
Griffin credited NAT’s staffers with working closely with his
team members during what was, in retrospect, a significant culture change, all originating with the shift to IP. For instance, the
AV team now works as an integral part of the school’s IT department. What also helped is that many of the GUI components in
the classrooms used by instructors remained mostly the same
(the school’s own IT/AV team is in the process of upgrading its
touchscreens), and the central control room’s comprehensive
monitoring capability enables the quick dispatch of a technician
to any room, if he or she sees a glitch occurring.
Although the shift to IP means fewer components in the
AV data-transport system, it will also mean more software and
firmware updates to be aware of and implement in a timely
manner. According to Griffin, the school has entered into a
ser vice level agreement (SLA) with North American Theatrix
to manage those needs going forward. “So much of the AV system is becoming networked and, thus, remotely accessible,” he
said. “That will make troubleshooting and maintenance easier.”
Nelson added that the major challenges on this project
involved integrating a suite of what were—and, largely, still
are—very new products and categories; for instance, he noted
that, when they were chosen, the IDK IP-NINJARs were just
beginning to ship. “Our engineer, Nick Barnes, worked ver y
closely with engineers from IDK and Extreme Networks, which
is much more data-driven than AV-centric, to make sure they
worked together well,” he said. “The same with the new Q-SYS
PTZ cameras and bridges. Ever ything was set up in racks at
the shop and tested for compatibility and functionality before
we brought it to the school, checking for things like quality of
service. You have to be totally sure of the system’s performance
before you put it on their network.”
That, Nelson added, is the best lesson to be learned as integrators peer over the precipice to a future of networked IP
distribution of AV.
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Introducing…
the winter edition of
Subscribers will receive our new winter edition
of IT/AV Report, which will feature:
• How “experience design” interfaces with physical
space through multiple senses.
• New Streaming Technologies Expand Live Applications
• Networked AV Fortifies
Simulated Learning Environment
• Digital Out-of-Home Drivers
And Headwinds
• How can extended warranties
and Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
enhance solutions?
• And more…

